CSA Means Delivery

The AU Gardens Community Supported Agriculture (CSA) program gives you 18 weeks of produced delivered fresh to your door.

Thanks for supporting us and staying up-to-date on student garden activities. We'd love to see more of you this summer. By signing up for Community Supported Agriculture, you're signing up for much more than organic vegetables. You're signing up for great health, exciting recipes, a friendly delivery guy and one more beautiful part of a summer well-planned. Eighteen weeks of fresh vegetables,
herbs, and--if you'd like--fruit and flowers are just a few taps away. But hurry! June 12 is coming fast.

By registering with the Community Supported Agriculture program at the AU Gardens, you are supporting students, the local economy, your health, and your taste buds.

Thanks!

Psst... we're also operating a mobile farm market this year! Follow us on Twitter to keep up with its current location--also starting in 2 weeks!

@BerrienMarket
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